Threatscape, the specialist cyber-security service provider with offices in London and Dublin, announced that it has been awarded the coveted Gold Security Partner designation by Microsoft. This recognises Microsoft partners who have demonstrated the skills and expertise to design, deploy and manage security solutions to protect enterprise-scale clients against sophisticated cyber threats.

The award acknowledges Threatscape’s continued investment in its Microsoft Security Practice, which has completed projects around the world using its team of consultants who have all been accredited to the highest level by Microsoft including M365 (MS 500) and Azure (AZ 500) security certifications. Microsoft protects against trillions of cyber-threats per day and spends
over $1 billion each year on security R&D, integrating new security technology into the products and services that organisations rely on every day.

**Enabling digital transformation**

Gartner has rated Microsoft a leader in five different security Magic Quadrants. Aisling Curtis, Commercial Director at Microsoft, commented that, “The workplace of today is agile, mobile and cloud enabled. Microsoft is at the forefront of enabling this digital transformation, and also of securing it. We are delighted to have Threatscape partner with us, and to bring their highly regarded security expertise and services to our clients”.

Dermot Williams, CEO of Threatscape, added that, “Threatscape has a mission of securing the digital landscape – and for the enterprise clients we work with, that landscape is increasingly powered by Microsoft technology at the endpoint, server and cloud. Our Microsoft Security Practice has the experience and resources to design and implement effective cyber security for the largest global organisations, and our managed services ensure that security can be maintained with minimal client effort. We’re delighted that Microsoft have recognised the skills and expertise of our team with this award.”
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